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'OREWORD 

The Agency for Yoxic Substances and Disease Registry, ATSDR, is 
agency of the U.S. public Keaith Service. It was established 
Congress in 19eo under the Comprehensive Environmental Resnonse, 
Compensation, and LiabiLitv Act, also known as the Superfun> 
law. This law set up a f&d to identify and clean UD our 
country's hazardous waste sites. The Environmental Protection 
Agency, EPA, and the individuai states regulate the investigation 
and clean up of the sites. 

Since 1986, ATSDR has been required by law to con&ct a public 
health assessment at each of the sites on the EPA Nation>1 
Priorities List. The aim of these evaluations is to find out if 
people are being exposed to hazardous substances and, if so, 
whether that exposure is harmful and should be stooped or 
reduced. (The legal definition of a health assessment is 
included on the inside front cover.) If approprhte, ATSDR also 
conducts public health assessments when petitioned by concerned 
individuals. Public health assessments are carried out by 
environmental and health scientists from ATSDR and from the 
states with which ATSDR has cooperative agreements. 

Exposure : AS the first step in the evaluation, ATSDR scientists 
review environmental dat a to see how much contamination is at a 
site, where it is, and how people might come into contact with 
it. Generally, ATSDR does Eat collect its own environmental 
sampling data but reviews information provided by ZPA, other 
government agencies, businesses, and the public- iihen there is 
not enough environmental information available, t&.e report -dill 
indicate what further sampling data is needed- 

Health Effects: If the review of the environmental data shows 
that people have or could come into contact with hazardous 
substances, ATS~R scientists then evaluate whether or not there 
will be any harmful efcects from these exposures. The report 
focuses on public health, or the health impact on the community 
as a whole, rather than on individual risks. Again, ATSDR 
generally makes use of existing scientific information, which can 
include the results of medical, toxicologic and eDidemioloaic 
studies and the data collected in disease registr-es. The- 
science of environmental health is still developing, and 
sometimes scientific information on the health effects of certain 
substances is not available- When this is so, the report will 
suggest what further research studies are needed. 

Conclusions: The report presents conclusions about the level of 
health threat, if any, posed by a site and recommends ways to 
stop or reduce exposure in its public health action plan. ATSDR 
is primarily an advisory agency, so usually these reports 
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identify what actions are agzrocriate to be undertaken bv EPA 
other responsible parties, -- I 

or CT 
of -&.TSDR. i-:owever , 

Lne research or education Eivisions 
if there is 

can issue 
~.n urgent health threat, ATSDR 

a public health a&risory warning people of the danffer 
ATSDR can also authorize health educ--' - f 

health effects, 
GL1on or pilot studies of 

registries, 
full-scale eai6emiolcg studies, disease 

surveillance stuaies or research on specific 
hazardous substances. 

Interactive Process: The healt,h assessment is as1 intexctive 
process. 
city, 

ATSDR solicits and evaluates information from numerous 
state and federal agencies, the companies responsible for 

cleaning up the site, and the community. 
conciusions with them. 

It then shares its 

version of the report 
Agencies are asked to resDond to an early 

to make sure that the data they have 
provided is accurate znd current. When informed of ATSDR's 
conclusions and recommendaticns, sometimes the agencies will 
begin to act on them before the finai release of the report. 

Community: ATSDR also needs to learn what people in the - 
know about the site and what concerns they may have abouta::: 
impact on their health. Consequently, 
process, 

throughout the evaluation 
ATSDR actively gathers information and comments from the 

people who live or work near a site, 
area, civic leaders, 

including residents of the 
health professionals and community croups. 

To ensure that the report responds to the community's hegith- 
concerns, an early version 
their comments. 

is also distributed to the public for 
~11 the comments received from the nublic are 

responded to in the final version of the report. b 

Comments: If, 
comments, 

after reading this report, YOU have questions or 
we encourage you to send them to us. 

Letters should be addressed as follows: 

Attention: Chief, 
Services Branch, 

Program Evaluation, Recordsr and Information 

Registry, 
Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease 

1600 Clifton Road (E-561, Atlanta, GA 30333. 
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In IS38 the U.S. Environmental Protecxlon Acency (EPA) placed 
Fort ?.ichardson on the hazardous was-,? compliance docket . In 
1991 :he Army entered into a Resource Ccnse-rvation a=d Recovery 
Act ,Z CRA) Federal Facilities Comoliance Agreement with EPA. A 
two-Farty agreement with the stat; of Alaska was signed in 1993. 
The ,-ase was proposed for the ZPA National Priorities List in 
June l?93, and listed in June 1994. Fort Richardson, located 
adjacent to Anchorage, Alaska, currently encompasses an area of 
about 62,000 acres. For remedial activity purposes, four 
Operable Units (OUs) have been delineated. These OUs consist of 
a landfill, disposal areas and spills sites, fire-fighting 
training areas, tank storase areas EEL Eagle River Flats, an 
artillery firing range. 

The principal public health exposure issue is the consumption of 
white phosphorous-contaminated waterfowl from Eagle River Flats. 
Although waterfowl contamination by white phosphorous has been 
documer_ted it is not likely that people would consume sufficient 
contLminat;d waterfowl to result in a public health hazard. 
Additionally, extensive remediation activities are underway to 
eliml-n,ate the white phosphorous from Eagle River Flats. 

Inst itutional controls limit access to source areas, operable 
units and abandoned structures, have eliminated possible 
exposures to other sites of contamination and physical hazards 
within Fort Richardson. However, if Land use changes, the 
likelihood of human exposure should be re-evaluated by the Army, 
the EPA, the state of Alaska, or ATSDR. 

vii 
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The Agency fsr Toxic Substances and 3lSeaSe Xeqistry (ATSDR) iJas 
established under the mandate of %S C=mp rehensive Environmental 
Response, Ccmuensation and Liabilit:- Act (CZRCLA) of 1980. 
(Note: Apper_&x A provides a lisLi,?g cr' SbbrEVidtiOIIS and 

acronyms used in this report.) This act, aiso known as the 
llSuperfund" law, authorized the V.S. 32vironmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) to conduct clean-up activities at hazardous waste 
sites. EPA iras directed to cornnile a list of sites considered 
hazardous to p+lic health. Thzs list is termed the National 
Priorities List (NPL). The 1986 S-dperfund Amendments and 
Reauthorization Act (SARA) directed ATSDR to perform a public 
health assessment for each NPL site. In 1990, federal facilities 
were included on the NPL. 

Public health assessments (PHAs) ars conducted by scientists from 
ATSDR (or from states with which ATSDR has cooperative 
agreements). The purpose of a 2-U is to determine whether people 
have been (in the past) or are being exposed to (in contact with) 
hazardous substances and if so, *Ahether that exposure is harmful 
and should be stopped or reduced. If exposures have occurred 
ATSDR uses the PHA to evaluate What actions are required to 
assist those who have been harmed. 

In conducting the PHA, three types of information are used. A 
major source of information is the extensive environmental data 
collected for EPA. This information is examined to determine 
whether people in the community might be exposed to hazardous 
materials from the NPL facility. If people are being exposed to 
these chemicals, ATSDR will deteZ?.iZe whether the exposure is at 
leveis which might cause harm. A second source of information 
used in the 2x3. is corrmunity health c3ncerRs. ATSDR will collect 
health concerns of community meghers and decemine whether health 
problems could be related to e-osilre to c%micals released from 
the NPL facility. If ATSDR finds that harmful exposures have 
occurred, health outcome data (iZfc=aEicn from local hospitals 
and other medical organizations) can be used to indicate that 
illnesses are occurring which could be linked to hazardous 
chemicals released from the NPL facility. 

The PHA presents conclusions about irhether exposures are 
occurring, zud whether a health threat is presented. In some 
cases, it is possible to determine srhether exposures occurred in 
the past. If it is found that a threat exists, recommendations 
are made to stop or reduce the threat to public health. ATSDR is 
an advisory agency. Its recormnendations identify actions which 
EPA, the facility or local agencies can undertake. If emosures 
are occurrixy at levels which c~ulci qose a tizreat to public 
health, ATSDR can undertake health eaucation activities or 

1 
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certain zdditionai followuz, studies. ATSY?. cz.n also identify 
types of information which might be ceedeti LO make public health 

czcisions, if such Information is lacking. 

3xposure Evaluation Process 

In order to evaiuate the effect on p+~blic keal'-,h of contaminants 
at NPL sites, the public health assessment focuses on examining 
whether people have been exposed to (in contact with) the 
contaminants. To this end, the two most important tasks in the 
public health assessment are; 

1) determining whethe- f Deowle have been exposed to hazardous 
lmaterials from the NPL facilftyy and, 

2) if exposure is possible OL- has occurred, determining 
whether the exposure is at a level t-hat could be a threat to 
public health. 

In this PHA we will examine: 

a whether contamination exists in the environment, 
l whether contamination is in places where people in the 

surrounding community might come in contact with the 
contaminants, and 

a if there is exposure, whether 'cbere is enough 
contamination to affect the health of people in the 
community. 

To make the above decisions, each of the possible environmental 
pathways will be examined. The environmeztzl 
that this PHA will examine are: 

l the "food chain", such as -4aterEowi 
Flats) ; 

b. soil; 

gthway "media" 

at Eaqio River 

l water, including well water EII~ SUrfaCe Water (Creeks, 

ponds), and sediment; and 
l air. 

Another important factor is the way that seopie might contact the 
contaminant. By this we mean whether the chemical Is: 

l inhaled; 
l ingested (eaten or drunk); or 
l absorbed through the akin. 

Not all chemicals are a hazard for each of these methods of 
contact. For example, most metals are not harmful, particularly 
in very low amounts, if the only contact is by way of the skin. 

2 
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Figure Gne, portrays the exposure evaluation process study we will 
make in this PI-IA. 

BACKGROUND 

Site Description 

Fort Richardson, adjacect to Anchorage, Alaska, was established 
in 1940 (See Figure Two). The base encompasses zn area of about 
62,000 acres. The original purpose of the base was to serve as 
the command location for the 3Jaska Defense Forces to protect 
Alaska from foreign attack (2). In 1941, the ADF was 
redesignated the Alaskan Defense Command and was a staging and 
supply area during World War i1. In 1950, Fort Richardson was 
divided between the Army and Air Force. The northern portion of 
the base was released to the Air Force to be refiesignated 
Elmendorf Air Force Base. In 1988, Army forces 12 Alaska were 
reorganized as the 6th Infantry Division (Light) and assigned to 
U.S. Army Pacific Command (USARPAC) with half of the division 
stationed at Fort Richardson. The Division was inactivated in 
1994 and forces were reorganized as the 1st Brigade, 6th Infantry 
Division (Light) under the command and control of U.S. Army 
Alaska headquartered at Fort Richardson (2). 

Fort Richardson began investigating the management of hazardous 
waste in 1988. In 1988, the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
(EPA) placed Fort Richardson on the hazardous waste compiiance 
docket. In 1991, the Army entered into z Resource Conse,?Tation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) Federal Facilities Corr.uiiaEce Agreement _- 
with EPA. A two-party Eareement with tlh~ stzt~ of Alaska was 
signed in l-993. The faczlity was ~:ropos=d fcr IisEixg in Zune 
1993, and listed on the WPL ;n Jxne 1994. XOSt kazardous waste 
on Fort Richardson is generated by maintenance operations in 
motor pools, aircraft hangers, installation industrial 
operations, or at sites where lead or asbestcs were used in base 
structures (2). 

For remedial activity purposes, Fort Richardson has delineated 
four Operable Units (OUs), These OUs consist of 19 source press, 
including landfills, disposal areas or spill sites, fire flghtlng 
training areas, tank storage areas and Eagle River Flats . (See 
Figure Three.) Table One lists the sources and Cperable Units. 

The primary environmental contaminants at Fort Richardson are 
white phosphorous from artillery rounds, asbestos, and volatile 
organic compounds (VOCs, usually solvents and cleaners), 
polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) , fuel proaucts, polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbons (PABs, commonly used 1n wood preservatives 

. . i and also given off in automobile or truck exhaus: or during 

3 
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Figure One -- Exposure Evaluation Process 

ATSDR Exposure Evaluation Process 

lIZAT ARE THE CONTmbJ’TS AT FORT RICHARDSON? 

IWHCH ENVIR0~NTA.L MEDIA ARE CONTAMINATED? 
(AIR, WATER, SEDIMENT, SOIL, FOOD) 

NOW MUCH COKlXMtblATION IS PRESENT N EACH? 

HOI7 DO TEIE COmAMINANTS =VEL TO WHERE PEOPLE 
CAN BE N COmACT WITH THEM? 

HOW COULD PEOPLE BE EXPOSED? 
(BREATHE ma, EAT mGESTJ, OR 

TOUCH IpERMAL CONTACT]) 

/IRE PEOPLE EXE’OSED (OR WERE THEY EXPOSED N THE 
PAST)? 

IF EXPOSURE IS OCCURRNG, OR OCCURRED N THE PAST 
Wti/IS THERE COmmAnON N AMOUNTS TEIAT WOULD 

AJKFECT HEALTH? 

4 
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SCALE:- 1 ‘= 12 Miles 

SOURCE: MOA, 1993 

Figure 2 
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1 Table 1 -- Sources and tierable Units at Fort Richardson 

Site # OU 

a wo2 0 A 

WOlO A 

t--- 
WOO6 I C 

I 
R059 

I 
D 

woza D 

h 

Building/Location 

986 

67630 

Former Landfill #I9 (Ruff Road) 

UC602992 

Eagle River Flats 

Vicinity of ERF ----.- 

700 

726 

796 

955 

35752 

PRA RD8 Dust Palliative 

Site Function 

POL Laboratory Drywell 

Roosevelt Road Transmitter Site 
Leachfield 

Ruff Road Former Fire Training 
Area 

Poleline Road Disposal Area 

Eagle River Flats Impact Area 

Open Burn/Open Demolition Area 

Porlner Drum/PCB Storage Area 

Former Roads and Grounds Drum 
Storage & Waste Accumulation 
Area 

Former Laundry and Drycleaning 
US Ts 

DOI, Maintenance Area, Former 
Uiittery Acid Disposal. Site 

LIr;cd Oil Transfer Area 

PCB Site/UST (Antenna Bldg) 

Motor Pool 

7 

Potential Contaminants - 

POL, solvents, acids, alcohol, 
various laboratory reagent6 

PCBs in transformer oils 

Construction rubble, fuel, solvents 

solventa, smoke cani stere, c11emical 
warfare trai ninq milterial. -- . --- 

munitions residue, white phosphorous, 
unexploded ordnance 

miinitiont; rcrtidIIc, ordnance ------I cl fi I1 -.-.. .- 

PCI36, waste paint, IICI., mel:liyl. etlhyl. 
ketone, mineral spirits --. 

POL, waste paint, fticl, solvent, 
asbestos 

---- 

Perchloroethylcllc 

- 

Neutralized battery acid, heavy 
metals 

Used oil/fuel 

PCBs, POL 

Waste Oil, lubricants, antifreeze, 
acid, solvent6 

Waste Oil, eolvents 
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Table 1 -- Sources and Operable Unfttr at Fort Richardson -Y---l 

NO90 D UC538948 Circle Road Drum Site POL 

WO15 D FRA Landfill Landfill Former Fire Training Oil, solvents, hydraulic fluids, 
Area fuels 

R072 D FRA Landfill Grease Pit #l POL, oil/water separator sediment, 
fuel tank water, ethyl glycol 

R073 II FRA Landfill Grease Pit #2 POL, oil/water separator sediment, 
fuel tank water, ethyl glycol 

RO75 D FRA Storm Drainage Outfall to Ship Oil, fuel, solvents 
Creek 1 

NOTE: At least four source areas from OU D will undergo a Remedial Investigation while the others will 
possibly require either 'lNo Further ActionI or action under a non-CERCLA program (3). 
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burzing activities), and metals (2). 

ConLaminated environmentaL media include CnsitE soil, surface WSZE2: and 
associated sediment, and groundwater. ThCT3 _***A h are no verified completed human 
e:r_Dosure pathways. Although public access to '"P -**u 
the facility 

facilit-y is not prohibited, 
is not readily accessible arcznd nuch of its perimeter. 

source areas are located in remote and lzaccessible areas. 
Outlying 

Onsite OUs are 
fenced, paved-over or otherwise secured. 

Demographics 

Zort Richardson is located within the municipality 05 Anchorage. The 
population of Anchorage is about 250,000, with E total OF about 82,000 
households (1) 1 The community of Eagle River (sopuiation .&out 25,000) lies tz 
the east of Fort Richardson. The post cantonment area serves about 2,200 
military personnel and 3,200 family members. 1-n additional 1,500 civilian 
personnel are employed onsite (2). 

Land Use and Natural Resources 

As stated above, Fort Richardson is located within the municipality of 
'chorage in south-central Alaska. The tichorage area is a roughly triangular 
JWlXI.d, lying between Turnagain Arm and Knik Arm (See ?Lgure ?ko). 

ixnediately to the east, the Chugach Mountains rise abrqt ly from this lowland 
to an elevation of about 5,300 feet (3). 

The base is bounded to the west by Anchorage 
Xiver and Knik Arm to the north. 

znd Elmendorf Air aase, by Eagle 
To the east and south the base is bounded by 

the undeveloped and mountainous Chugach State ?ark (See Figure T-do). 

Ship Creek, the primary water source for the municipality of Anchorage and 
surr ounding area, runs through Fort Richardson, flowing East to west. The 
water bodies and wilderness areas, where they zre accessibie, are used for 
recreational purposes. 

Fort Richardson and its surroundings are an ecologically diverse area, ranging 
from marine environments, marshes and wetlands, to forest, alpine -and glacial 
zones. The wildlife inhabiting the areas is equally diverse and abundant, 
ranging from marine mammals, salmon and other game fish, numerous waterfowl, 
raptors and nongame birds, to small mammals such as mink, fox, beaver and 
numerous small rodents, and larce mammzls such as bear, moose, Dal1 sheeg and 
wolves. It is not the purpose of, nor is it possible in this synopsis to 
adequately detail the range of ecosystems and wildlife of the area- 

ENVIRONMENTAL CONTAMINATION AND ~IROHGH'TAL 3XPOSURZ PATEWAYS 

Jtroductioa 
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'?is section examines t-,he pathways for EXPO?~TE LO contamination at ?or~ 
:'ilardson. We will examine ezch of the meala (Eoodchain, soil, water, . ?. 

sctiirreqt, ,,-..l.-- air) to determine whether contamination :s present! an+ LL people 1? 
the communitv are eqosed to (cz in contact w$yh) the contam~natlon. If ;ec)p~~ . 
are e?osed to contamination in any of the me.cl:a, we will evaluate wheth.er 
thera ZO neople in the community. **-- - 1s enoug'h contLTination to pose a threat 
This analysis will follow the Eatterr, depslcte8 f-z "igure One, and will 
systematically evaluate each 01 the media. 

Evaluation of Possible Biota/Foodchain Exposure Pathways 

General Information 

The principal issue at Fort Richardson concerzing possible foodchain 
contamination is waterfowl cant-amination at Zaglo 2iver Flats (ERF). ERF is the 
impact area for heavy artille-7 and mortars on Fort Richardson. Three general 
t&es of munitions have been fired into ERF. Tka=e are high explosives (IRE), -*e-w 
iiiumination, and smoke (3) 
of waterfowl appears to be 
used by the army are white 
(EC) - About -17,000 pounds 

WP at SRF was discontinued 

. Of these, the s=rizcipai concern f&c contamination 
the smoke munitions. The two most common agents 
phosphorous (WP) and. hexachloroethane-zinc mixture 
of WP were fired into ZRF from 1950 to 1990. Use of 
in 1990 (3). 

WP is the primary contaminant detected in waterfowl at ERF. The contamination 
was documented in 1990 when Army personne- 1 and contractors determined that an 

nual waterfowl die-off at ERF was caused by ingestion of WP particles (4). 

When WP munitions are detonated, minute part-,, '-;es of WP are dispersed over a 
large area. The parL- *;cles react spontaneously with air, forming smoke clouds. 
Sediment contamination at ERF was caused whe= unoxidized particles of WT 
settled into the muddy sediments at ERF. Ducks and other bottom-feeding 
animals ingest these particles during feeding. It is the consumption of these 
contaminated waterfowl that is the human exposilre pathway at ERF, although it 
is not likely to constitute a public health hazard. 

Eagle River Flats is an active firing range, therefore, access is pro'nibited t 
unauthorized personnel, including hunters. Currently extensive remediation 
activities are underway at Eagle River flats to remove the white phosphorous. 
Xowever, the concern was raised about moveme,, nt of contaminated waterfowi to 
other areas where they might then be collected. by hunters (4). To date, there 
have been no reported public health problems that could be related to . 
consumption of WP-contaminated waterfowl. However, the following toxicoiogica 
information is provided to evaluate the nossiaLlity of adverse public health 
effects of consumption of WP-contaminated birds. 

Toxicoloffical Evaluation of Consumption of WP-contaminated Waterfowl 

After ingestion by birds, WP is distriguted in numerous organs, including the 
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s.~I: and fatty tissue (5). The study Cited in reference (5) noted that the 
cz:centration in birds was directly related to the anlounts that had beer: 
rs,c~ntly consumed, and does 2ot appear to regain in these tissues for longer 
~haz three days. In other words, WP does not S~oaccumtula~e or remain in the 
bi Y-G= ---v for longer than this Feriod 02 time. 

Arm-7 studies suggest that a lethal dose to "srrall" waterfowl would be in the 
ra@e of 1.5 to 3.9 mg/kg (milligrams per kilograms (3). This would therefore 
be -,he range for the upper limit on the amount of WP present in the systems cf 

wa'~=+owl that would survive to leave ERF. --- (A 1991 study found concentrations 
of XI! as high as 3,501 ppm (3,501 mg/kg) in the gizza- yds of dead waterfowl at 
ZRF'.) Although it is possible for the duck to consume this large amount of WP, 
it Is unlikely that it would have survived to leave ERF. Another study found 
live waterfowl with concentrations of up to 2,700 ppb (2.7 mg/kg) in various 
tissue (6) * This study appears to agree with the estimated range for fatal 
dose to waterfowl as detesrrnined in (3). 

During environmental evaluations, the gizzards of about 300 birds, collected 'cy 
hu,=ers offsite, were examined. No significant concentration of WP was found 
(3). This supports that accumulation does not occur in amounts large enough to 

present a problem for consumption of birds collected offsite. 

Information on human health effects of ingesting WP is based on the consumption 
7f Lvounts that are relatively much greater (for example: amounts of about one 

:,spoon of WP) than would be consmed by eating contaminated waterfowl or 
c -.r.er affected food animals. Non-cancer effects of consumption of these larger 
acunts of WP include stomach cramps, or kidney, heart or liver damage. There 
1s ' 30 information available to suggest that WP is carcinogenic (6). WP does 
net accumulate in the body, being eliminated after several days, so that it 
does not cause problems via accumuiation over time. 

Little information exists on the possible akerse effects of chronic (long- 
tex) or acute (short-term) exposure via ingestion of Xinute amounts (such as 
those that might be found in ducks at ERF) of WP. An indication of the levels 
of WP that could be ingested wimout significant negati ve health effects can be 
found in studies of treatment for rickets performed in 1918 and 1930. These 
studies are cited in the ATSDR Toxicological Profile ?-or Phosphorous (6). 
Children were treated for up to 26 months with doses ranging up to 0,158 
mg/kg/day without reported significant negative heal:5 effects. Because of the 
nature of these studies, the maximum amount that could be ingested with no 
negative effects was not determined. However, the level of 0.15.8 mg/kg/day can 
be taken as a very consemative lower limit, since no negative effects were 
obsenred. Assuming a "theoretical" 16 kg child as an example, a total of 2.58 
mg/day (milligram per day) of WP would equal the level of 0.158.mg/kg/day. In 
other words, 2.58 mg/day could be consumed without significant negative health 
effects. Again, assuming that a maximum dose of 3.9 mg/kg would kill the 
waterfowl (recognizing that WP does not stay in the system for longer than 
three days, and recognizing that death of the bird results fairly rapidly after 
ingestion of a lethal dose, so that higher levels are unlikely in birds 
-7llected offsite), 3.9 mg/kg would be the maximum body burden expected in a 
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?terfcwi CaDable of leaving Eagle Ziv@r F'lats to be collected by hunters. 

Without additional information On the manner that WP would ccncentrate in the 
organs cf the waterfowl, the cDnserr;ative assumption is made t'nat in is evenl:y 
distributed throughout the edible portions of tje bird-Using these assumptions, 
a 16 kg c‘nild could consume about 0.66 kg of WP-contaminated waterfowl pex day 
without significant negative health effect. 

The result for adults would be similar, with a proportional increase iz the 
amount consumed required to account for the greater body--weight. Based on 
these assumptions, a 70 kg adult could consume about 2.88 kg of WP-contaminatec 
waterfowl without significant adverse hezlt‘n effect. Also, the lower the 
mount of WP present in the birds, :he larger amount of contaminated tissue 
that would have to be consumed for harmful effects to occur. 

Finally, although high concentrations have been found in gizzards of dead duck: 
collected on ERF, it must be noted that the gizzard, if consumed, comprises = 
very small portion of the "edible" tissue. A very large number of gizzards 
contaminated at this high level would have to be eaten to equal the amount of 
"whole duck" used in this scenario. 

It must be stressed that these are very conservative asswtions and are 
+hexefore to be regarded as very protective of _~ublic health. It, is therefore 
unlikely that significant human health hazard is presented by Wp contamination 
of waterfowl at Eagle River Flats. 

Llraluation of Possible Soil Exposure pathways 

Each of the OUs contain appreciable amounts of soil contamination. The 
contaminants include petroleum and fuel products, solvents, metals, PAHs, and 
XBs (2). However, there does not appear to be a significant opportunity for 
exposure to the public to these areas with soil contamination. OUs and source 
within the main cantonment area zre generally secured from public access. The 

OUs and source areas outside the main cantorment are aiso secured. 
Additionally, these outlying areas ore remote 

from the public and generally 
inaccessible. Further, areas det e-iced to contain significant contamination 
will be remediated under the resulatory oversight of the state of Alaska and 
EPA, so that contamination will-be reduced and present even less occasion for 
'human contact. As a result, soil contamination at Fort Richardson is not a 
public health hazard. 

Evaluation of Possible Water Exposure Pathways 
. 

People can be exrsosed to contaminated water by drinking it, bathrng or swlrnmir 
in it, or in rare cases, breathing steam vapor (for instance, in a hot shower] 
There are two main water pathways to consider. These pathways are: 

l groundwater, that is, water frcm wells, either private wells or 
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public water supply wells, 

surface water, 
bottom 

that is, ponds, lakes, creeks, and the sediment on tie * and along the edges of these wE.ter bodies. 

Groundwater 

As is the case with soil contaminants, there are a number of locations within 
the OUs that have underlying contaminated groundwater. +* 
contaminants is similar to that found i_n soiis. The suite of 

Installation AC-i 
Eased on information in the 

L,on Plan (2) and prey ,izinary results of the remedial 
investigation activities, contzninant ;iumeS are relatively Small 
localized to the vicinitv of the SOUrCPS. and are 

As such, the plumes do not extend 
outside the boundaries of the base and do not threaten off-post water wells 
(8). These groundwater contaminant pluItteS do not currently represent z threat 
to public water supplies. 
contamination, 

ATSDR will review RI data on groundwater 
as if becomes available, to update the ezqosure evaluation. 

Surface Water 

The principal location where surface water 
Eagle River Flats (2,4). The presence of 

contamination might be a concern is 

phosphorous in 
exalosive ordnvlce residues and whitf 

large quantities have resulte;i in 
this marsh area. 

contamination of the waters of 
However, 

supplies. Also, 
these waters are not used for domestic water 

the potential for de=1 contact with contamination is very 
"mited onsite, since the access to the area is arohibited. Therefore, surfacE .ter contamination is =ot a public health hazarh at Fort Richardson. 

Evaluation of Possible Sediment Exposure Pathways 

AS is the case with surface water, the ?rizzry location where contamination of 
sediment is an issue would be Eacle River Flats 
with surface water, the notentia? for ?XLZ~ 

(2,C). And, as is the case 

Therefore, sediment contamination, witk 
-_ exgsure is extremeiy limited. 

health hazard at Fort Richardson. 
t'ie current conditions, is not a public 

Evaluation of Possible Air Exposure Pathways 

The industrial and operational activities which -have occurred and which are 
occurring at Fort Richardson are not the,types which would result in 
significant air contamination. 
have resulted in 

There is no indication that these activities 
any public health hazards. Therofore, 

not a public health hazard at Fort Richardson. 
air con+xiaatioa is 

Evaluation of Possible Exposure to Physical and t)ther Eazards 
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._ f and Source Areas 

The source areas for contz.mination are generally Isolated from public con-,act, 
bY fencing, signs, or saving. Additionally, the sources of contamination and 
OUs in outlying areas are insuiated from sublic contact by their location in 
inaccessible areas of the post. Examples of these isolated areas include the 
Pole Line Road and Roosevelt Road sites. 

Eaale River Flats 

As an active artillery range, Zagie River Flats is not open to public access. 
However, as ERF is an active artillery range, access to this area is 
prohibited. The area is well, nosted and off-limits to all unauthorized 
personnel. 

Abandoned and Derelict Structures 

A group of facilities that require particular attention are the abandoned 
structures throughout the post. These include buildings within the main 
cantonment, and facilities in more remote areas, such as the former Nike 
installations on Summit Mountain. A number of these structures have been fount 
to contain asbestos in addition to the expected physical hazards of an 
abandoned building. During the 19,- aa site visit fencing at the remote Nike 
'-cation was observed to be in a state of disreeair. Although public access t: 

xe areas is unlikely due to the remote lot ation within the interior of Fort 
Richardson, these structures require continued attention in the maintenance oE 
institutional controls. 

Thvsical Hazard Surrunarv - ** 

>s long as continued attention is given to t5e rtaintenance of institutional 
controls, physical hazards at Port Richardson lo zot represent public health 
threats. 
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QUALITY AsSUw!NCE QUALITY CONTROL 

In preparing this Public E~al~k. Asc=ccqent, ATSaR relies on the information - ----. 
provided in the referenced documents. The Ager_cy assuxes that adequate quality 
assurance and qmlity control Teasurzs were followed with regard to 
chain-of-custody, laboratory ~rocedizes, and data resorting. The validity of 
the analyses and the conclusions drawn in this document are determined by the 
availability and reliability cf the referenced Infomtion. 

The majoritv of the environmental 
assessment 'Is 

data presented in this public health 
from t'ya Remedial Investigation <RI) r;relim&ary data. Generally, **- 

the methodology used in the RI activity is agpronriate for characterizing 
contamination at Fox Richardson. Additional information collection is planned 
during completion of RI activities. This inforination will be evaluated by 
ATSDR. Conclusions and Recomrrendations of this XV!. will be modified if 
appropriate and necessary. 
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CO?MO-NITY E"&TH CONCERNS 

The issue of public heaith concems was investigated by ATSDR tbrouc;h meetings, 
correspondence, telephone conversations and information from Fort Richardson, 
EPA, state and local agency files. Snecific community public health concerns 
have been identified in regard to white phosphorous (WP) contamination of 
waterfowl at Eagle River Flats. Draft versions of this document were provided 
to the Fort Richardson, the EPA, state regulatory zqencies znd were provided tc 
the public repositories. All comments and suggestea revisions were 
incorporated in this final version. 

in response to the concern over the potential for public health hazard from 
consuming of WP-contaminated waterfowl, an evaluation has been made of the 
possibility for harm. It does not appear that significant levels of WP are 
found in waterfowl offsite to present a public health hazard. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

1 -. The prinaq issue regzrdiny ;-dlic exposure to hazardous chemicals at For-, 
Richardson is that of white 
River Flats. 

stiosphorous-contaminated waterfowi from Eagle 
Studies of waterfowl collected in the vicinity have not 

detected the presence of white $nos~horous. Therefore, this eqosure 
pathway is considered to be 270 AppErezt Public Health Hazard. 

2. physical hazards such as derelict strKtUreS and open pits exist at Fort 
Richardson. However, institutional controls are in place to prevent 
public access. Therefore, this eqosure pathway is considered to be No 
Apparent 9lblic Health Hazard. 

3. Asbestos has been found in abandoned structures at Fort Richardson. 
Access to these structures is limited by institutional controls. 
Therefore, this 'is considered to be No Apparent Public Health Hazard. 
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- ,ZOmATIONS 

The Comprehensive Envlronmentai ReSpOnse COngZXatiorl, and Liabilitv Act 
(CERCLA; also known as Superfund) as a-mended, requires ATSDR to conduct ____ -an&6 
follow-up health actions 23 communities living near hazardous waste sites. To 
identify appropriate actions, ATSDR created t?-e Eealth Activities 
Recommendation Panel IXARP). EARP has evaluated the data and information 
contained in the Fort Richardson Public Eeaith Assessment for appropriate 
public health actions. Based on the information available, this site poses r;o 
apparent public healtlh risk. If additional ixforination becomes available tSat 
may indicate a public health risk, this infoziztion will be evaluated the 3~33. 
FPRP determined that health education and h eaith studies follow-up actions bre 
not warranted. As discussed above, there do not appear to have b&en exposures 
in the past which resulted in public heaith problems, and there are no current 
exposures. 

1. Fort Richardson should continue to monitor institutional controls at 
contamination sites and a.r abandoned fat ilities to ensure that public 
access is eliminated. Institutional controls should remain in effect 
until the potential for public health hazard is eliminated. 

7 -. ATSDR will evaluate future remedial investigation data to update our 
exposure evaluation. 
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=IrZ"sLiC EEUTH jJ.CTIONS 

m--c s,ublic health action pla,n (Pm?) for Fort ?ichar%Oz, Alaska NPL site - .*w 
contains a description of Ections to be taken by ATSDR z~d/or other 
governmental agencies at and in the vicinity cf the site subseuuent to the 
compietion of this Fublic hzlth assessment. .T,'le cuqose of GiP is to ensure 
th.?,aL this public health assessment not only identi?:, l=.s oublic health hazards, 
but provides a plan of action designed to mitigate azd irevent adverse human 
health effects would result from any exposure to hazardous substances in the 
environment. Included is z commitment on the part 
-1-1 ,u-G** . The public health actions to be implemented 

Xcti ons Planned 

of ATSDR to followup on this 
are as follows: 

7 
-. ATSDR will evaluate fgtxre remedial investigation data to assure that an 

accurate exposure evaluation has been made. 

2. The Army should continue to maintain institutional controls to restrict 
the possibility of access to OUs that might precezt physical hazards. 

“, 
M. ATSDR will review the remedial activities at Fort Richardson, to evaluate 

the proposed remediations in relation to protection of public health. 
ATSDR comments, and recommendations, as appropriate, will be provided to 
EPA, the Army and State of Alaska. 

ATSDR will reevaluate and modify the Public Health Action Plan zs needed. New 
-rei=vant data, -- or the results of im@ementing the above proposed actions may 
determine the need for additional actions at this site. 
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APPENDIXA 
ACrOnyms and Abbreviations 

ATSDR 
CERCLA 

EPA 
ERF 
HC 
HE 
mg 
w/day 
m&/W/day 
NPL 
ous 
PAHS 
PCB 
PI=(s) 
POL 
PPb 
PPm 
RFD 
RI 
SARA 
USARCRREL 

USARAK 
USARPAC 
USATHAMA 
WP 

Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registrv 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation 
and Liability Act of 1980 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
Eagle River Flats 
hexachloroethane 
High Explosives 
milligram 
milligram per day 
milligram pre kilogram per day 
National Priorities List 
Operable Units 
Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons 
Polychlorinated Biphenyls 
Public health assessments 
Petroleum, oil, lubricants 
parts per billion 
part per million 
(oral) reference dose 

Remedial Investigation 
1986 Superfund Amendments and Reauthorization Act 
U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering 
Laboratory 
U.S. Army Alaska 
U.S. Army Pacific Command 
U.S. Army Toxic and Hazardous Materials Agency 
white phosphorous 
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